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Aethiopica 20 (2017) 

A PartofSpeech Tagset  
for Morphosyntactic Tagging of Amharic∗ 

 
MAGDALENA KRZYŻANOWSKA, Universität Hamburg 

Introduction 
Since 2014 the project TraCES: From Translation to Creation: Changes in 
Ethiopic Style and Lexicon from Late Antiquity to the Middle Ages has 
produced digital tools which allow for the collection, annotation, and dis-
play of Ethiopic texts.1 The digital framework developed within the project 
for Gǝʿǝz can be adapted for the analysis of written sources in other lan-
guages irrespective of their writing system and morphosyntactic structure.2 
The language which seems to be the first natural candidate for this is Am-
haric, a modern Ethiopian Semitic language, which has the same script as 
Gǝʿǝz, as well as some morphosyntactic features, much vocabulary, and a 
shared history and culture.3 

The first task in the computational processing of Amharic is to establish a 
partofspeech tagset. Such a tagset has been defined and is currently in use 
for annotating Gǝʿǝz texts.4 However, it cannot be used for Amharic 
without making considerable changes that reflect the morphosyntactic 
nature of the language, which is quite different from that of Gǝʿǝz. The aim 

 
∗  This work was carried out within the TraCES project, funded by the European Re-

search Council under the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme, grant 
agreement no. 338756. 

1 For the description of the approaches and tools implemented for Gǝʿǝz within the 
TraCES project see Vertan 2016, 33. 

2 It has already been adapted to Epigraphic South Arabian, which is written in a differ-
ent (but related) script to Gǝʿǝz (Vertan 2016, 41). 

3 I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Orin Gensler for providing insightful 
advice, criticism, and encouragement, and for the English proofreading of the last ver-
sion of this article. I also thank the TraCES team members for their feedback; special 
thanks go to Susanne Hummel for constant support and for discussing many of the 
issues raised in this paper. Last but not least I am indebted to Maria Bulakh for some 
useful observations and to Denis Nosnitsin for reading through the article. 

4 For an overview of the Gǝʿǝz tagset see Hummel and Dickhut 2016. 
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of this article is to propose a tagset for the morphosyntactic tagging of 
Amharic, and to discuss it, especially those points where the author’s 
decision may not be obvious or may seem problematic. The tagset presented 
below is meant to be a balanced one: not too complex for the annotators, 
and not so general as to slow down the user of the corpus. As in the 
TraCES project, it is intended that the manual annotation of texts will be 
performed with the help of the software programme GeTa.5 Subsequently, 
the annotated texts will be searchable using ANNIS,6 another programme 
that can search for any combination of tags and tokens. The ultimate target 
is to create an annotated corpus of Amharic texts which could in principle 
be used by linguists for both synchronic and diachronic investigation. 

Thus far there have been two largescale enterprises concerning the com-
putational analysis of Amharic which are of some relevance to the present 
paper. The first initiative was undertaken by the Ethiopian Languages Re-
search Center of Addis Ababa University within the project The Annota-
tion of Amharic News Documents. The set of tags used for annotating the 
news documents is described by Girma Awgichew Demeke and Mesfin 
Getachew.7 The process of verifying, correcting, and retagging of the cor-
pus is treated by Gambäck.8 The tagset was also involved, with two other 
tagsets, in a series of experiments testing three taggers.9 The second initia-
tive is HornMorpho,10 a programme for segmenting Amharic, Oromo, and 
Tǝgrǝñña nouns (treated together with adjectives) and verbs into mor-
phemes and for generating them. According to Wintner,11 it probably rep-
resents the state of the art for the morphological processing of Amharic. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 the transliteration system 
for Amharic is presented; Section 2 provides some general issues concerning 
the morphosyntactic tagging of Amharic; Section 3 contains a table of the 
proposed Amharic tagset followed by a detailed presentation and discussion 
of the tags. These sections will be followed by the Conclusion. 

 
 
5 See Vertan 2016, 37–40. 
6 The name stands for ‘ANNotation of Information Structure’. It is ‘an open source, 

cross platform (Linux, Mac, Windows), web browserbased search and visualization 
architecture for complex multilayer linguistic corpora with diverse types of annota-
tion’, see http://corpus-tools.org/annis/. 

7 Girma Awgichew Demeke and Mesfin Getachew 2006. 
8 Gambäck 2012. 
9 See Gambäck et al. 2009. 
10 Gasser 2011. The analyser is described in detail in Gasser 2012. 
11 Wintner 2014, 52. 
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1 The Transliteration System for Amharic 
The tokenization and annotation of Amharic texts will be done on translit-
erated wordforms. The transliteration system proposed here basically con-
forms to that adopted for Gǝʿǝz12 but it follows the somewhat different 
representation of two vowels (first and fourth order) as found in the main 
grammatical and lexicographical works on Amharic and agrees with actual 
Amharic pronunciation.13 In our system each consonantal grapheme re-
ceives a separate symbol even though it may be homophonous with other 
graphemes. As is well known, several Amharic consonants can be represent-
ed by more than one symbol: for instance, the characters ሀ, ሐ, ኀ all stand 
for the same sound [h] while ሠ, ሰ stand for the same sound [s]. Provided 
that we keep the distinction between the various signs by transliterating ሀ, 
ሐ, ኀ as [h], [ḥ], [ḫ] respectively, and ሠ, ሰ as [ś], [s] respectively, the corpus 
can also be used for research on Amharic spelling practices. To distinguish 
between etymological glottal አ [ʾa] and pharyngeal ዐ [ʿa] only the sign ʿ in 
front of the pharyngeal will be used; አ will have no mark. The labialized 
consonant will be indicated with superscript w. 

The parallels with the Gǝʿǝz transliteration system break down in the 
case of the first and the fourthorder vowels. The representation of the 
firstorder vowel as [a] and the fourth as [ā], as has been adopted for Gǝʿǝz, 
would only serve to obscure their pronunciation. Instead they will be repre-
sented by the symbols [ä] for the first and [a] for the fourth order, which 
correspond to Amharic pronunciation. Exceptional in this regard are laryn-
geals, for which the difference between the firstorder vowel and 
fourthorder vowel is neutralized in favour of the fourth order, so that, in 
both cases, they are pronounced as [a]. However, to preserve the graphic 
distinction between them, our transliteration system will use the same sym-
bols as for ‘plain’ consonants, that is [ä] and [a], respectively. 

The table below shows the seven varieties of the characters ሀ hä (larynge-
al) and ለ lä (nonlaryngeal) arranged in the traditional order and translit-
erated according to the system adopted herein. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
12 Hummel and Dickhut 2016. 
13 Hartmann 1980, Leslau 1995, Kane 1990a, Kane 1990b. 
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Table 1 Seven Varieties of the Characters ሀ and ለ 
 

Orders 
First  Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh 
ሀ hä ሁ hu ሂ hi ሃ ha ሄ he ህ h(ǝ) ሆ ho 
ለ lä ሉ lu ሊ li ላ la ሌ le ል l(ǝ) ሎ lo 

 

2 Morphosyntactic Tagging for Amharic: General Issues 
Amharic morphology is very complex and highly agglutinative. Amharic 
wordforms may consist of as many as six morphemes (በምትፈልገውን 
bämmǝttǝfällǝgäwǝn ‘by the one [acc.] that she wants/youM want’). 
Thus, in the process of manual annotation, a given wordform (when neces-
sary) must first be tokenized, that is, divided into a linear sequence of mor-
phological pieces, each of which is given its own tag. In some cases, such a 
morphological piece may actually consist of several morphemes which for 
convenience are not separated. Each token is then linked to a lemma taken 
from the lexicon, representing its underlying form.14 

The tagset presented below includes traditional parts of speech (POS) as 
well as markers of inflectional or (rarely) derivational categories.15 Some of 
these are affixes, some are clitics: they will be given the coverterm ‘Bound 
Grammatical Morphemes’. For the sake of convenience we will use the term 
‘parts of speech’ in the traditional way. Apart from the POS tag, some clas-
ses of words take values (features) from the appropriate grammatical catego-
ries. For instance, the personal pronoun takes values from the categories of 
person, number, gender and politeness. Thus, each token will be character-

 
14 The choice of the existing dictionaries as a basis for the lexicon will not be discussed in 

this paper. It seems, however, that the best would be the dictionary by Kane (Kane 
1990a, 1990b), the most comprehensive bilingual Amharic–English dictionary. Be-
cause of the ‘flat’ structure of its entries (which can also be seen as its main drawback) 
it simply provides a list of words. Annotators are not obliged to conform to the lexi-
cographer’s assignment of a certain word to a given part of speech, as in Gankin’s 
Amharic–Russian dictionary (Gankin 1969). Although in some cases it might be help-
ful for the team to follow the lexicographer’s decision, in other cases it may generate 
inconsistencies in the description of word classes. Kane’s dictionary does not provide 
entries for some bound grammatical morphemes and therefore, for the sake of tagging, 
the lexicon must be completed with them. 

15 The tagset draws upon the Amharic grammars written by Hartmann (Hartmann 1980) 
and Leslau (Leslau 1995). 
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ized by an underlying form, a tag by which it is assigned to an appropriate 
POS and, if applicable, to inflection features. 

The system of annotation employed here basically ranks form over func-
tion. However, there are still many cases of form–function discrepancy and 
in some such cases one must rank function over form. This is most obvious-
ly true in cases of grammaticalization. Often the source morpheme may 
remain unchanged in form, but its morphosyntactic properties make it clear 
that a category change has occurred. In such cases the token will be tagged 
as the grammaticalized category. Thus, for instance lexemes of nominal 
origin functioning as postpositions will be treated as belonging to the class 
of postpositions rather than to nouns. This is because they cannot be plural-
ized and have no gender. 

At present there are no technical means to account for the nature of 
compound or totally reduplicated words of any type at the level of morpho-
syntactic annotation, thus, their constituents are usually tagged separately 
(for detailed solutions see the appropriate sections below). However, they 
can be treated as compounds at a higher level of analysis. Compounds will 
be labelled as ‘MW’ which stands for a ‘MultiWord’, a term taken from the 
British National Corpus. 

When consonants come together across a morpheme boundary they are 
very often separated by an epenthetic vowel (ǝ or ä). This vowel will be 
assigned arbitrarily to the second morpheme.  

3 Tagset 

Table 2 gives a synopsis of Amharic POS. It contains fortyseven tags 
grouped in twelve POS. 
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Table 2 Tagset of Amharic POS 
 
POS Tag Full name Example Features 

N
om

in
als

 

NProp Proper Names (personal and 
geographical names) 
 
Acronyms of organizations 

ደሳለኝ ሕይወቴ Dässaläňň 
Ḥǝywäte 
 
ተመድ (የተባበሩት መንግሥታት 
ድርጅት)  
Tämäd (Yätäbabbärut 
mängǝśtat dǝrǝǧǧǝt) Number, 

Gender 
NCom Common Nouns (e.g. names 

of newspapers, magazines, 
bars, restaurants, institutions, 
companies, languages) 

ውሻ wǝšša, ተሞክሮ tämokro, 
ደግ dägg, አስቸጋሪ äsčäggari, 
አዲስ አድማስ äddis ädmas, 
ማለዳ ካፌ maläda kafe 

NAbr Abbreviations ዶ/ር do/r, ወ/ሮ wä/ro 

A
rti

cle
 Art Definite Article u, wa 

Gender 

Pr
on

ou
ns

 

PPer Independent Personal Pro-
nouns 

እኔ ǝne 
እርስዎ ǝrswo 

Person, 
Number, 
Gender & 
Politeness 

PObj Object Suffix Pronouns  [C+] ǝññ, äññ 
[V+] ññ 

PPoss Possessive Pronouns  [C+] e 
[V+] ye 

PDem Demonstrative Pronouns  ይህ yǝh, ያ ya 
PInter Interrogative Pronouns ምን mǝn, ማን man 

No features  
PIndef Indefinite Pronouns  

 
ምን mǝn, ማን man 
ማንኛ mannǝñña 

PRef Reflexive Pronouns  ራስ ras, የገዛ yägäzza 
PRec Reciprocal Pronouns  እርስ በርስ ǝrs bärs 
PRel Relative Pronouns  yä 

yämmǝ, ǝmm  
Perfective, 
Imperfective  

Ve
rb

s 

V  
VN 
Ideo 

Verbs 
Verbal Nouns  
Ideophones 

ይመጣል yǝmäṭall 
መሥራት mäśrat 
ብድግ (አለ) bǝdǝgg (älä) 

Person, 
Number, 
Gender & 
Politeness  
Verbal forms  

Aux  Auxiliaries allä 
ነበር näbbär 

Type of 
auxiliary  
Person, 
Number, 
Gender & 
Politeness  

Q
ua

nt
ifi

er
s 

NumCard Cardinal Numerals አንድ änd 
ሁለት hulätt 

Gender 
Numeral 
symbol 

NumOrd Ordinal Numerals  ሁለተኛ hulättäñña Numeral 
symbol 

QuanInter Interrogative Quantifiers ስንት sǝnt, ስንተኛ sǝntäñña 
No features 

QuanIndef Indefinite Quantifiers አንዳንድ ändand, ብዙ bǝzu 
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Table 2 Tagset of Amharic POS (cont.) 
 
POS Tag Full name Example Features 

A
dp

os
iti

on
s 

Prep Prepositions  bä, lä 

No features 

Post Postpositions ኋላ ḫwala, ሥር śǝr  
PrepEmbObj Embedded Prepositional 

Objects 
bb, ll 

PrepGen Genetive Preposition  yä 
PrepDistr 
PostCpd 

Distributive Preposition  
Compound Postposition 

ǝyyä 
በላይ bälay 

C
on

ju
nc

tio
ns

 Conj 
 

Conjunctions  lǝ, እና ǝnna 
bǝ + IPFV + mm 

No features 

A
dv

er
bs

 Adv Adverbs  አሁን ähun, ነገ nägä, በጣም 
bäṭam, ውስጥ wǝsṭ 

No features AdvInter Interrogative Adverbs  የት yät, መቼ mäče 
AdvIndef Indefinite Adverbs የትም yätǝmm, መቼም 

mäčemm 

Pa
rti

cle
s Part Particles ብቻ bǝčča, እንጃ ǝnǧa, ለካ 

läkka No features 
PartInter Interrogative Particle ወይ wäy 

In
te

rje
ct

io
ns

 Interj Interjections እሰይ ǝssäy 

No features 

Bo
un

d 
G

ra
m

m
at

ica
l M

or
ph

em
es

 Acc 
Ass 
AdvLiser 
End 
Foc 
Inter 
 
Indzr 
Neg 
PlAs 
PlEx  
Pres 
Top 

Accusative Marker 
Assertative 
Adverbializers 
Endearment Marker 
[Contrastive] Focus Marker 
Interrogative (for polar 
questions) 
Indefinitizers 
Negative  
Associative Plural Marker 
External Plural Marker 
Presentative  
Topic Marker  

n 
a 
u, wǝ/un, wan, nu 
yye 
mm 
n 
 
mm  
mm, al 
ǝnnä 
očč 
nna 
mma, ss, ssa 

No features 

Fo
re

ig
n 

w
or

ds
 For  Foreign words used to 

express or explain a certain 
meaning (for neologisms)  

 

No features  
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3.1 Nouns (N) 
The class of nouns (broadly construed) embraces nouns (Common Nouns 
and Proper Names) and adjectives. Adjectives have been subsumed under 
this class because they cannot be distinguished from nouns based solely on 
morphological criteria. However, they form a distinct class if we take their 
syntactic behaviour into account: they cannot occur as the subject of a 
clause unless they take the definite article.16 When dealing with the syntactic 
representation of the corpus, a decision will have to be made as to whether 
there is a need to keep nouns and adjectives apart. 

In principle, nouns take the features number and gender. Usually plurali-
ty is marked by a suffix očč which is tokenized as such. On the other hand, 
plurality will be treated as an inherent feature of a noun as long as the plu-
rality marker is nonproductive and/or nonaffixal; this is limited to a cer-
tain group of nouns: 
1) nouns of Gǝʿǝz origin ending with plural an or at, such as መምህራን 

mämhǝran, ሕጻናት ḥǝṣanat; 
2) nouns of Gǝʿǝz origin having broken plural forms, as ደናግል dänagǝl; 
3) Amharic nouns and adjectives in which plurality is marked by redupli-

cation of consonants, for instance ወይዛዝርት wäyzazǝrt; 
4) Amharic nouns taking markers that indicate both plurality and a social 

bond between people, such as amač, am, as in ወንድማማች 
wändǝmmamač, ጓደኛሞች gwaddäññamočč; 

5) Amharic reduplicated nouns with the first member followed by the 
vowel a, conveying the meaning ‘all kinds of’, for example ቅመማ 
ቅመም qǝmäma qǝmäm. 

The plurality values of the nouns in (1) and (4) will receive the label ‘Pl’ 
(Plural) while those in (2) and (3) will be labelled as ‘PlIn’ (Internal Plural). 
Reduplicated nouns as in (5) will receive the label ‘PlRed’ (Reduplicated 
Plural). Frequently the internal changes within the noun that indicate plurality 
are accompanied by an external plural marker, as in መጻሕፍት mäṣaḥǝft with 
the t ending. These will not, however, be shown separately in our analysis. 

The two types of productive plural marker of Amharic, the external očč 
and the associatives ǝnnä and (obsolete) ǝllä (and only these), will be 
treated as separable elements under the archcategory of Bound Grammatical 
Morphemes, and will be tokenized as such. The near ubiquitous plural 
marker očč, which also occurs with other Amharic POS, such as indefinite 
pronouns and cardinal numerals, will receive a tag ‘PlEx’ (External Plural). 

 
16 Cotterell 1964, 36, n. 11. 
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Furthermore, this most common external plurality marker očč can occa-
sionally be suffixed to the plurality markers mentioned in (1) and (4) such as 
ቃላቶች qalatočč and ወንድማማቾች wändǝmmamačočč. The associative  
ǝnnä, labelled ‘PlAs’ (Associative Plural), occurs with both nouns and per-
sonal and interrogative pronouns. The associative marker in personal pro-
nouns (እናንተ ǝnnantä ‘you’PL, እነሱ ǝnnäsu ‘they’) and demonstrative pro-
nouns (እነዚህ ǝnnazzih ‘these’, እሊህ ǝllih ‘these’) will not be tokenized as a 
separate element but treated together with the remaining morpheme as a 
single lexical whole. 

All nouns taking the external plural marker or associative will be tagged 
as ‘Base form’ (Bf) in respect to the category of number. If a noun has no 
plurality marker it will be assigned the value ‘Singular’ (Sg) from the catego-
ry of number. 

The vast majority of Amharic nouns are by default masculine. The femi-
nine gender is lexically expressed by a limited number of nouns and is occa-
sionally used, syntactically, for nouns to indicate diminutive or endearment. 
The category of gender can be specified on the noun in the following ways: 
1) by nature (N), when a noun refers to a person or an animal of one of 

the two biological sexes, for instance ወንድም wändǝmm, እኅት ǝḫǝt. 
These will be tagged as M.N., F.N.; 

2) by pattern (P), meaning by the morphological form of the noun, such as 
ኢትዮጵያዊ ityoyawi, ኢትዮጵያዊት ityoyawit, አሮጌ äroge, አሮጊት 
ärogit. These will be tagged as M.P., F.P.; 

3) syntactically (S), (a) by a preceding modifier, such as ተባት አህያ täbat 
ähǝyya, አንስት አህያ änǝst ähǝyya; by agreement with the definite article or 
demonstrative pronoun as in ተማሪው tämariw, ተማሪዋ tämariwa, ይህ 
ተማሪ yǝh tämari, ይቺ ተማሪ yǝčči tämari; (b) by agreement in the 
predicate, for instance ፀሐይ ወጣ ḍäḥay wäṭṭa, ፀሐይ ወጣች ḍäḥay wäṭṭačč; 
(c) by agreement in the verbal noun as in ጓደኛዬ መምጣቱ gwaddäññaye 
mämṭatu, ጓደኛዬ መምጣቷ gwaddäññaye mämṭatwa. These nouns will be 
tagged as M.S., F.S. 

All these kinds of gender specification will be considered as inherent fea-
tures of the noun. It is possible that a noun be assigned gender both by N or 
P and by S. Then the tag will be (for instance) M.N., S. 

Amharic has a group of compound nouns, most often of Gǝʿǝz origin, 
whose first component (the Head Noun) takes the Gǝʿǝz construct state 
morpheme ä or, in some cases, morphological zero. There is also a small 
group of compounds which preserve the Amharic word order but nonetheless 
are built according to the construct pattern inherited from Gǝʿǝz with ä on 
the first element (the Dependent Noun), such as አገረ ገዥ ägärä gäž 
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‘governor’, አፈ ታሪክ äfä tarik ‘oral history’. For both types of compound 
noun, the first component will be assigned the tag ‘Construct State’ (ConSt). 

 
Table 3 Nouns 
 

N 

N
um

be
r 

Singular (Sg) Plural (Pl) Internal 
Plural 
(PlIn) 

Reduplicated 
Plural (PlRed) 

(MW) 

Base form 
(Bf) 

ድመት dǝmmät  
ግጥም gǝṭǝm  
ደግ dägg  
እውነተኛ 
ǝwnätäñña  
ሰው säw 
መገናኛ 
mäggänañña 
አጻጻፍ äṣṣaṣaf 
ፈላጊ fällagi 

ኢትዮጵያውያን  
ityoyawǝyan 
ቅዱሳት qǝddusat 
ወንድማማች  
wändǝmmamač 
ጓደኛሞች 
gwaddäññamočč 

ከዋክብት 
käwakǝbt 
መጻሕፍት  
mäṣaḥǝft 
ወይዛዝር 
wäyzazǝr 
ደጋግ  
däggag 

ጨርቃ ጨርቅ  
ärqa ärq 
ፍራ ፍሬ  
fǝra fǝre  

ሴቶች  
setočč 
እነራስ 
(አሊ) 
ǝnnäras 
(Äli) 

G
en

de
r 

Masculine (M) Feminine (F) 
By nature: 
ጐረምሳ gwärämsa, ኮረዳ korädda, ወይፈን wäyfän, ጊደር gidär  
By pattern: 
ቅዱስ qǝddus, ቅድስት qǝddǝst, ክቡር kǝbur, ክብርት kǝbǝrt  
አሮጌ äroge, አሮጊት ärogit, ደግ dägg, ደጊት däggit 
By syntax: 
ወንድ ዶሮ wänd doro, ሴት ዶሮ set doro (preceding modifier) 
አበባው äbäbaw, አበባዋ äbäbawa (agreement with the definite article) 
ይህ አበባ yǝh äbäba, ይቺ አበባ yǝčči äbäba (agreement with the demonstrative pro-
noun) 
ጨረቃ ወጣ äräqa wäṭṭa, ጨረቃ ወጣች äräqa wäṭṭačč (pronoun on the verb) 
ጓደኛዬ መምጣቱ gwaddäññaye mämṭatu, ጓደኛዬ መምጣቷ gwaddäññaye mämṭatwa 
(pronoun as possessive on the verbal noun) 

C
on

str
uc

t S
ta

te
 (ConSt) (MW) 

ቤተ መጻሕፍት betä mäṣaḥǝft 
ሥነ ጥበብ śǝnä ṭǝbäb 
ልበ ሰፊ lǝbbä säffi 
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3.2 Definite Article (Art) 
The Amharic definite article takes the category of gender: M u, or (ǝ)w; F 
wa, itu, or itwa (see Table 4). There is no indefinite article per se. The 
words አንድ änd, አንዲት ändit ‘one’ can be used as an indefinite article, but 
this is not mandatory; hence it suffices to abbreviate the category as simply 
‘Art’. The feminine definite articles itu, itwa/ǝtwa might be analysed as 
the morpheme it (feminine adjectival morpheme) followed by the 
masculine or feminine definite article; for the sake of simplifying the 
annotation this has not been done. The morphemes (ǝ)yye, ǝyyo that 
Leslau treats as ‘[t]he definite article with “man, woman” and kinship 
terms’17 will be considered here as a derivational morpheme (belonging to 
the lexicon) and as such will not be given a separate tag. 

The masculine definite article is homophonous with a derivational mor-
pheme that turns nouns into adverbs (see 3.11.1). 

 
Table 4 Definite Article 
 

Art 

G
en

de
r 

Masculine (M) Feminine (F) 
[C+] u  
[V+] (ǝ)w 
[o/u+] t 

[C+] wa, itu, itwa/ǝtwa 
[V+] wa, yǝtu, yǝtwa 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17 Leslau 1995, 160–161. 
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3.3 Pronouns 

3.3.1 Independent Personal Pronouns (PPer) 
 
Table 5 Independent Personal Pronouns 
 

PPer 
 Gender &  

Politeness 
Number 

Singular (Sg) Plural (Pl) 

Pe
rs

on
 

1 Communis (C) እኔ ǝne  እኛ ǝñña 

2 
Masculine (M) አንተ äntä  

እናንተ ǝnnantä Feminine (F) አንቺ änči 
Polite (Pol) እርስዎ ǝrswo, አንቱ äntu 

3 

Masculine (M) እሱ ǝssu (እርሱ ǝrsu) 
እነሱ ǝnnäsu (እነርሱ 
ǝnnärsu) 

Feminine (F) እሷ ǝsswa (እርሷ ǝrswa) 

Polite (Pol) እሳቸው ǝssaččäw (እርሳቸው 
ǝrsaččäw) 

3.3.2 Object Suffix Pronouns (PObj) 
 
Table 6 Object Suffix Pronouns 
 

PObj 
 Gender & 

Politeness 
Number 

Singular (Sg) Plural (Pl) 

Pe
rs

on
 

1 
Communis (C) [C +] ǝññ, äññ, [V +] ññ [C +] ǝn, än 

[V +] n 

2 
Masculine (M) [C +] ǝh, [V +] h [C/a +] aččǝhu 

[e/i +] yaččǝhu 
[u/o +] waččǝhu 

Feminine (F) [C +] ǝš, [V +] š 
Polite (Pol) wo, wot, ǝwo, ǝwot 

3 

Masculine (M) [C +] ǝw, äw 
[V +] w, t, ǝt 

[C/a +] aččäw 
[e/i +] yaččäw 
[u/o +] waččäw 

Feminine (F) [C/a +] at  
[e/i +] yat, [u/o +] wat 

Polite (Pol) [C/a +] aččäw  
[e/i +] yaččäw 
[u/o +] waččäw 
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3.3.3 Possessive Pronouns (PPoss) 
The possessive pronouns serve primarily to express a possessor to a noun. 
They occur also in partitive constructions with indefinite quantifiers, where 
they express the superset of which a certain quantity is a part (see 3.5.4). 
 
Table 7 Possessive Pronouns (Suffixes) 
 

PPoss 

 Gender &  
Politeness 

Number 

Singular (Sg) Plural (Pl) 

Pe
rs

on
 

1 Communis (C) 
[C+] e, [V+] ye [C/a +] aččǝn 

[e/i] yaččǝn 
[u/o +] waččǝn 

2 

Masculine (M) [C+] ǝh, [V+] h [C/a +] aččǝhu 
[e/i +] yaččǝhu 
[u/o +] waččǝhu 

Feminine (F) [C+] ǝš, [V+] š 

Polite (Pol) wo, wot 

3 

Masculine (M) [C+] u, [V+] w 
[C+] aččäw 
[e/i +] yaččäw 
[u/o +] waččäw 

Feminine (F) wa 

Polite (Pol) 
[C/a +] aččäw 
[e/i +] yaččäw 
[u/o +] waččäw 

3.3.4 Demonstrative Pronouns (PDem) 
Demonstrative pronouns take values from the grammatical categories of 
number, gender and politeness, and distance. If a demonstrative pronoun 
beginning with y is preceded by a preposition, its form changes into an 
allomorph beginning with zz (e.g. yǝh > zzih). Such a demonstrative will 
be tokenized and be given the same tag as the canonical form of the demon-
strative. As mentioned above (see 3.1), the plural forms of the demonstra-
tives will not be further analysed into the associative plus an appropriate 
singular demonstrative pronoun, but will be taken as a whole lexical unit. 

Demonstrative pronouns with the adjectival ending ñña (always fol-
lowed by a nominalizing definite article) will be considered as canonical 
demonstratives and analysed as follows: ይኸኛው yǝḵäñña + Art.M.  

Demonstrative pronouns of the form ይኸውና yǝḵäwǝnna ያቻትና  
yaččatǝnna are analysed as consisting of the demonstrative pronoun followed 
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by the object pronoun and the presentative (ǝ)nna, for instance yǝḵäwǝnna 
PDemPObjPres. 

 
Table 8 Demonstrative Pronouns 
 

PDem 
 Gender & 

Politeness 
Distance 

Proximative (Prox) Distal (Dist) 

Si
ng

ul
ar

 

Masculine (M) ይህ yǝh, ይሄ yǝhe, ይኼ yǝḵe 
ይኸኛው yǝḵäñña + Art.M 

ያ ya 
ያኛው yañña + Art.M 

Feminine (F) 

ይህች yǝhǝčč, ይህቺ yǝhǝčči,  
ይች yǝčč, ይቺ yǝčči, እች ǝčč,  
እቺ ǝčči 
ይቺኛዋ yǝččiñña + Art.F 

ያቺ yačči, ያች yačč 
ያችኛዋ yaččǝñña + Art.F 

Polite (Pol) እኒህ ǝnnih, እኚህ ǝññih 
እሊህ ǝllih  

እኒያ ǝnniya, እኚያ ǝññiya 
እሊያ ǝlliya, እኛ ǝñña 

Pl
ur

al
 

 

እነዚህ ǝnnäzzih, እነኚህ 
ǝnnäññih,  
እነኝህ ǝnnäññǝh, እሊህ ǝllih, 
እለዚህ ǝlläzzih 
እኒህ ǝnnih, እኚህ ǝññih 
እነዚህኞቹ  ǝnnäzzihǝññ + PlEx 
+ Art.M 

እነዚያ ǝnnazziya, 
እነዝያ ǝnnazzǝya 
እነዛ ǝnnazza, እነኛ ǝnnäñña 
እነኚያ ǝnnäññiya, እኒያ ǝnni-
ya, እኛ ǝñña 
እነዚያኞቹ ǝnnäzziyaññ + 
PlEx + Art.M  

3.3.5 Interrogative Pronouns (PInter) 
Amharic has the following basic interrogative pronouns: ማን man, ምን mǝn, 
ምንድን mǝndǝn, ምንድር mǝndǝr, ማ ma, ምንኛ mǝnǝñña. They can be plural-
ized by means of the plural marker očč or the associative ǝnnä. There are 
also interrogative pronouns with the adjectival ending ñña (ማንኛ 
mannǝñña), of the form ማናቸ mannaččä, and an interrogative pronoun 
of the form የት yät. These are always followed by the definite article or 
the possessive pronoun, which serve as nominalizers. 
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Table 9 Selected Interrogative Pronouns 
 

PInter 
ማንኛው/ዋ mannǝñña + Art ማንኛዎቹ mannǝñña + PlEx + Art.M 
ማናቸው/ዋ mannaččä + Art ማናቸዎቹ mannaččä + PlEx + Art.M 
የትኛው/ዋ yätǝñña + Art የትኛዎቹ yätǝñña + PlEx + Art.M 

የቱ/ዋ yät +Art የቶቹ yät + PlEx + Art.M 
ማንኛችን/ችሁ/ቸው mannǝñña + PPoss.Pl  

3.3.6 Indefinite Pronouns (PIndef) 
Indefinite pronouns embrace lexemes of the same form as interrogative 
pronouns but occur in a declarative sentence (which is not an indirect ques-
tion) of the type ማን እንደሚመጣ አላውቅም man ǝndämmimäṭa älawqǝmm ‘I 
don’t know who will come’. 

Another type of indefinite pronoun consists of an interrogative pronoun 
followed by an element ǝmm glossed here as ‘Indefinitizer’ (Indzr).18 For 
instance: ማንም mannǝmm ‘whoever’ analysed as PInter + Indzr; 
ማንኛውም mannǝññawǝmm ‘any’ analysed as PInter + Art + Indzr. 

A third type of indefinite pronoun with the specific meaning ‘soandso’ 
consists of the lexemes እንትን ǝntǝn, እንተን ǝntän, እንትና ǝntǝna, እገሌ ǝgäle, 
እገሊት ǝgälit. They will be tagged as indefinite pronouns (PIndef). Addi-
tionally, the lexemes ǝgäle, ǝgälit will take the value of gender by pattern. 

3.3.7 Reflexive Pronouns (PRef) 
Items with the functions of both reflexive pronouns and pronouns of insist-
ence (also of the possessive kind ‘my own’) are included here. The reflexive 
pronouns are grammaticalized body part terms, thus, the lexemes ራስ ras 
‘head’, ቅል qǝl ‘skull’ and እጅ ǝǧǧ ‘hand’ followed by possessive pro-
nouns are considered to be reflexive pronouns. The pronoun ǝǧǧ is always 
preceded by የገዛ yägäzza, originally a relative verb, which will also be 
tagged as a reflexive pronoun because it has been lexicalized in this function. 
The same yägäzza may also accompany the pronoun ራስ ras. 
 
 

 
18 This ǝmm is homophonous with the negative marker ǝmm. I do not know if there is 

any connection. The status of the various clitics ǝmm in Amharic is a much discussed 
and much debated topic. 
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3.3.8 Pronouns of Reciprocity (PRec) 
The pronoun of reciprocity consists of two components እርስ በርስ ǝrs bärs 
(= ǝrs bä(ǝ)rs), alternatively እርስ በራስ ǝrs bäras, each to be annotated as 
PRec. A plural possessive pronoun can be added to the second component, 
እርስ በርስ ǝrs bärs + PPoss.Pl (e.g. እርስ በርሳቸው ǝrs bärsaččäw). Each of 
the two components will be entered separately in the lexicon. 

3.3.9 Relative Pronouns (PRel) 
The relative pronoun is invariant for number and gender. Different forms 
exist for the perfective and imperfective; mmǝ is difficult to analyse and is 
treated here as an integral part of the imperfective relative pronoun. 
 
Table 10 Relative Pronouns 
 

PRel 
Perfective (PRel.Pfv) yä 

Imperfective (PRel.Ipfv) yämmǝ, ǝmmǝ 

3.4 Verbs 

The verbal system of Amharic is quite complex because of the existence of 
composite and compound verbs as well as auxiliaries. Additionally, a com-
posite verb can itself also be a compound, which complicates the system of 
annotation even further. 

The composite verbs consist of a ‘fixed root’,19 being onomatopoeic, 
primary or derived from a verb, followed by a conjugated form of አለ älä 
‘say’, አደረገ ädärrägä ‘do’ or አሰኘ ässäññä ‘cause’. For the ‘fixed root’ the 
term ‘ideophone’ will be used irrespective of its form and origin. The sec-
ond component behaves like a normal verb. Hence composite verbs will be 
tagged as Ideo + V. As noted, the ‘V’ can be a compound, which will require 
another layer of tagging. 

By compound verbs we understand verbal forms, imperfective or gerund, 
to which the auxiliary verb allä is attached as a bound morpheme (in the 
3MSg reduced to all). This allä will be considered as a morpheme in its 
own right and it will be tokenized as such and tagged as Aux (+ per-

 
19 Leslau 1995, 580. 
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son/number). Other auxiliaries, like ነበር näbbär, stand alone. Auxiliaries 
are treated together as a special subclass of verb, separate from the standard 
verbs because of special features like having a frozen form (ይሆናል yǝhonall) 
or a reduced frozen form (ነበር näbbär). They have to be tokenized and sep-
arated from the main verb because an object pronoun, if there is one, will 
intervene between the main verb and the auxiliary; additionally, the auxilia-
ry can occur on its own (i.e. not in a compound verb), and, in that case, it 
must qualify as an independent token. 

There is a problem with analysing and tagging compound imperfective 
forms with allä because these are sometimes slightly different from the 
transparent combination of imperfective followed by allä; in particular, 
1) 3MSg = ይሰብራል, yǝsäbrall, not *yǝsäbrallä; 
2) 3Pl = ይሰብራሉ,  yǝsäbrallu, not *yǝsäbruallu; 
3) 2Pl = ትሰብራላችሁ, tǝsäbrallaččǝhu, not *tǝsäbruallaččǝhu. 

In other words, in the compound imperfective, the piece yǝsäbr does not 
code number at all, but only 3M: number is specified in the auxiliary (Sg 
all, Pl allu). Similarly tǝsäbr is not 2Pl but only 2M (vs tǝsäbri, 2FSg). We 
will code this here by introducing a third value for the category ‘Number’, 
namely ‘Unmarked’ (Um). Thus the form yǝsäbr will be tagged 3MSg in 
the simple imperfective paradigm, but 3MUm in the compound imperfec-
tive paradigm. However, this only happens when the imperfective ending 
with u is immediately followed by the a of allä; if there is an object suffix 
intervening, then the imperfective will be fully marked for number. In the 
second and third person plural either the verb or the auxiliary (but not 
both) is neutralized. If there is no object suffix pronoun, it is the main verb 
which is neutralized; if there is an object suffix pronoun, it is the auxiliary 
which is neutralized. 

Compound imperfective forms will be tagged IpfvCpdVCpd.Aux, with 
appropriate person/number specifications as discussed. The simple tag 
‘Aux’ will be used for auxiliaries that are free (unbound) forms, as in ይሰብር 
ነበር yǝsäbǝr näbbär. 

The compound gerund form (e.g. ሰብሮዋል säbroall) will be tagged like 
the compound imperfective form, but with the feature ‘Verbal Forms’ speci-
fied as ‘Gerund of Compound Verbs’ (GerCpd). 

The tagging of some negative verbal forms is a further problem. Normal 
verb conjugation follows a standard pattern in the negative: the affirmative 
verb takes the prefix al and the suffix mm, for instance አልሰበረም 
älsäbbärämm ‘he did not break’. Under certain syntactic circumstances 
the mm is deleted, and in the imperfective the prefix al usually assimilates 
to the immediately following person/number marker; however, overall, the 
standard pattern is as described. A few verbs deviate from this pattern. 
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1) With the copula ነው näw ʻbeʼ, the negative is not älnäw but suppletive 
አይደለ äydällä. 

2) With the verb አለ ällä ‘exist’, the negative is not älällä but a fused 
portmanteau verb የለ yällä ‘not exist’. 

3) The verb አለ ällä also has a special negative relative form ሌለ lellä. 
We will tag these verb stems respectively as CopNeg, ExNeg, and 

ExRelNeg. 
Verbal nouns are grouped together with verbs. Because Amharic diction-

aries normally do not register this form, in the lexicon they will be assigned 
to the verb from which they regularly derive. 

Under the label ‘Copula’ we consider only the form ነው näw together 
with its paradigm. The tag ‘Existential’ refers to the verb አለ ällä and its 
paradigm. 

The structure presented above is reflected in Tables 11 and 12. 
 

Table 11 Verbs 
 

V 
Ideophone (Ideo) Verbal Noun (VN) Plain Verb (V) 

Number Singular (Sg) Plural (Pl) Unmarked (Um) 
Person 1 2 3 
Gender &  
Politeness 

Communis (C) Masculine (M) Feminine (F) Polite (Pol) 

Verbal 
Forms 

Perfective (Pfv) Imperfective 
(Ipfv) 

Imperfective of 
Compound 
Verbs 
(IpfvCpd) 

Gerund (Ger) 

Gerund of 
Compound 
Verbs 
(GerCpd) 

Imperative 
(Impr) 

Jussive (Juss) Copula (Cop) 

Negative Copu-
la (CopNeg) 

Existential (Ex)  Negative Exis-
tential (ExNeg) 

Negative Exis-
tential Relative 
(ExRelNeg) 
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Table 12 Auxiliary 
 

Aux 
Type of  
auxiliary 

Aux VCpd.Aux 

Number Singular  
(Sg) 

Plural  
(Pl) 

Unmarked 
(Um) 

Frozen Person 1 2 3 
Gender & 
Politeness 

Communis 
(C) 

Masculine 
(M) 

Feminine 
(F) 

Polite  
(Pol) 

3.5 Quantifiers 

3.5.1 Cardinal Numerals (NumCard) 
The class of cardinal numerals embraces lexemes that inherently possess the 
category of number. They occur before nouns or independently in dates, 
phone numbers, zip codes, statistics, arithmetical operations and the like. 
Fractions such as ሩብ rub ‘quarter’, ግማሽ gǝmmaš ‘half’, and the analysable 
item ሁለቱም hulättumm meaning ‘both’ are also considered as cardinal 
numerals. 

The numeral ‘one’ takes the category of gender (see Table 13). The nu-
meral አሥር äśśǝr changes its form into አሥራ äśra when it combines with 
numerals 1–9, for instance አሥራ አንድ äśra änd; this is treated as an allolex 
of አሥር äśśǝr and therefore does not need to be considered in the annota-
tion. 

Any numeral can be nominalized by means of the definite article or 
(lower numerals only) by a possessive pronoun; as such it refers to the ob-
ject that has a given numerical value. 

The fractions ሩብ rub ‘quarter’, ግማሽ gǝmmaš ‘half’, and round numerals 
(ten, hundred, thousand) can take the external plural marker. Pluralized 
higher numerals indicate that something occurs in a large unspecified num-
ber. If the cardinal numeral consists of more than one word, at a higher level 
it should be considered as MW. 
 
Table 13 Cardinal Numerals 
 

NumCard 

Gender 
Masculine (M) Feminine (F) 

አንድ änd አንዲት ändit  
Numeral Symbol  1, 2; 3.5; 1998; ፩, ፭, ፸ 
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3.5.2 Ordinal Numerals (NumOrd) 
Lower ordinal numerals (1st–10th) are formed by adding the adjectival end-
ing [V] ñña [C] äñña. In titles, the archaic ordinal numerals ending in  
awi, ay are used and they take the category of gender as their feature. 

In ordinal numerals higher than tenth, only the last digit takes the ordinal 
marker, and such ordinals will be annotated accordingly. For instance, ሃያ 
haya[NumCard] ሁለተኛ hulättañña[NumOrd]. Fractions are to be analysed 
in a similar way, as in አንድ änd[NumCard] ሦስተኛ śostäñña[NumOrd]. 

Various special lexicalized forms such as መጀመሪያ mäǧämmäriya, 
የመጀመሪያ yämäǧämmäriya ‘first’, የፊተኛ yäfitäñña ‘first’ as well as ዳግመኛ 
dagmäñña, ዳግም dagǝm ʻsecond’ or ‘a second timeʼ also belong to the ordi-
nal numerals. 

The ordinal numerals are often written as a numeral symbol followed by 
the suffix [V] ñña, for instance 3ኛ ‘third’. 

 
Table 14 Ordinal Numerals 
 

NumOrd 

Gender 
Masculine (M) Feminine (F) 

ቀዳማዊ qädamawi 
ቀዳማይ qädamay 

ቀዳማዊት qädamawit 
ቀዳማይት qädamayt 

Numeral Symbol  1, 2, ፩, ፭ 

3.5.3 Interrogative Quantifiers (QuanInter) 
The interrogative cardinal quantifier, ስንት sǝnt ‘how much’, ‘how many’, 
and the interrogative ordinal quantifier ስንተኛ sǝntäñña will be annotated 
with the same tag QuanInter. 

3.5.4 Indefinite Quantifiers (QuanIndef) 
Amharic has the following indefinite quantifiers: ስንት sǝnt (with the ex-
clamative meaning ‘so many!ʼ, ʻso much!ʼ), ስንተኛ sǝntäñña, ስንቴ sǝnte, 
አንዳንድ ändand, ብዙ bǝzu, አያሌ äyyale, በርካታ bärkatta, ትንሽ tǝnnǝš, 
ጥቂት ṭǝqit, ሌላ lela, and ሁሉ hullu. They can take the external plural marker 
očč and be determined or nominalized by means of the definite article and 
by the plural possessive pronouns (literally ‘their some’ in the sense of 
‘some of them’). For instance, አንዳንዶቹ ändand + PlEx (+ Art.M), 
አንዳንዶች aችን/aችሁ/aቸው ändand + PlEx + PPoss.Pl ‘some of us/you/
them’. 
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The negative indefinite quantifiers are አንድም änd + Neg ‘not a single 
one’, አንዱም änd + Art.M + Neg, አንዳችም ändačč + Neg. 

3.6 Adpositions 
The class of adpositions splits into prepositions and postpositions. Almost 
all Amharic postpositions are derived from various POS: nouns, verbs, and 
combinations of prepositions with verbs and with demonstrative pronouns. 
However, I orient my tagging not towards the original lexical source but 
towards the grammaticalized function and therefore consider the majority 
of lexemes listed by Leslau as postpositions.20 During the annotation these 
must be carefully distinguished from the corresponding nouns, verbs, com-
binations of some POS, and, as we will see later, from adverbs. 

The class of postpositions can be defined by morphological and syntactic 
criteria (position within the sentence). For instance, postpositions derived 
from nouns can neither be pluralized nor take any determiners—as opposed 
to the nouns from which they are derived. Some postpositions of verbal 
origin, such as ያህል yahǝl, ይልቅ yǝlǝq, are frozen and do not conjugate, 
while others always cooccur with propositions and have a reduced form, 
for instance በስተቀር bästäqärr. The lexemes ጀምሮ ǧämmǝro and አንሥቶ 
änśǝto, considered by Leslau as postpositions, will be annotated here as 
gerunds because they preserve their conjugational paradigm and agree with 
the subject of the sentence.21 

The prepositions bä lä and bästä can occur as a compound postpos-
tion in combination with another lexeme, for example በኋላ bäḫwala, (ፊት) 
ለፊት (fit) läfit, በስተጀርባ bästäǧärba. Such compound postpositions will 
be treated as a single token and assigned the tag PostCpd. 

Note that bästä can also occur with concrete directional terms as in 
በስተምሥራቅ bästämǝśraq ‘towards the east’. These are not analysed as 
compound postpositions because they are insufficiently grammaticalized 
and their meaning is too specific. 

Other Amharic prepositions which perform a special function are the fol-
lowing: 
1) Embedded Prepositional Object (PrepEmbObj):  bb, ll; 
2) Genitive Preposition (PrepGen): yä; 
3) Distributive Preposition (PrepDistr): ǝyyä. 

 
20  Leslau 1995, 616–659. 
21 Another exception is the suffix ጌ ge listed by Leslau 1995, 652 as a postposition. 

Here it will be treated as a derivational morpheme belonging to the lexicon. 
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Table 15 Prepositions and Postpositions 
 

Adpositions 
Prepositions 

(Prep) 
Postpositions (Post) 

bä 
lä 
kä, tä 
ǝ 
wädä 
ǝskä 
sǝlä 
ǝndä 
yalä 
bästä 

Of nominal origin: 
ኋላ ḫwala, ሌላ lela, ላይ lay, መሃል mähal, መልስ 
mäls, መሠረት mäśärät, ምትክ mǝtǝkk, ምክንያት 
mǝknǝyat, መካከል mäkakkäl (መሃከል mähakkäl), 
ማዶ mado, መጠን mäṭän, ሥር śǝr, ረገድ rägäd, 
ሰበብ säbäb, ሳቢያ sabiya, ቤት bet, በኩል bäkkul, 
ታች tačč, ትከሻ tǝkkäša, አማካይነት ämmakaynät, 
አቅራቢያ äqrabiya, አናት änat, አንጻር änṣar, እኩል 
ǝkkul, አካባቢ äkkababi, እጅ ǝǧǧ, እግር ǝgǝr, 
አግድም ägdǝm, አጠገብ äṭägäb, ውስጥ wǝsṭ, ውጭ 
wǝ, ዙሪያ zurya, ዳር dar, ዳርቻ darǝčča, ጀርባ 
ǧärba, ጊዜ gize, ገደማ gädäma, ግድም gǝdǝm, ጎን 
gon, ጥግ ṭǝgg, ጫፍ af, ፊት fit, ፈንታ fänta (ፋንታ 
fanta) 
 
Of verbal origin: 
በስተቀር bästäqärr (በስተቀረ bästäqärrä), በቀር 
bäqärr, በተቀር bätäqarr (በተቀረ bätäqarrä), ባሻገር 
baššaggär, በተረፈ bätärräfä, ያህል yahǝl, ይልቅ 
yǝlǝq, የተነሣ yätänäśśa, ድረስ dǝräs 

Origin unclear: 
ዘንድ zänd, ጋ ga, 
ጋር gar, ጋራ gara  
 
Combinations of 
Prep and PDem: 
ወዲህ wädih, 
ወዲያ wädiya, 
ወደዚህ 
wädäzzih, 
ወደዚያ wädäzzi-
ya 

3.7 Conjunctions (Conj) 
Some Amharic subordinating conjunctions have the same form as the preposi-
tion from which they originate, such as kä and ǝndä. The difference between 
them is that conjunctions take clauses as their objects rather than noun 
phrases; therefore the two classes will be distinguished and annotated accord-
ingly. Amharic has several discontinuous conjunctions which consist of more 
than one component: notably a conjunction may consist of two morphemes 
belonging to the same wordform but separated by another morpheme, such 
as in bǝ + IPFV (+ ǝmm). Here, each of their constituent parts will be tagged 
as Conj. Compound conjunctions will be tagged in the same manner: thus bǝ 
+ IPFV (+ ǝmm) እንኳ ǝnkwa will be tagged Conj + V (+ Conj) + Conj. At a 
higher level, such complex conjunctions should be considered as a MW. Link-
ing items, such as ቀርቶ qarto, ይቅርና yǝqǝrǝnna, and ተውና täwǝnna, will be 
regarded as verbs because they conjugate in this function. 
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Table 16 Conjunctions 
 

Conj 
lǝ, sǝ, sǝlä, bä , bǝ; ǝmm (in bǝ + IPFV + ǝmm) (MW); ǝmm (in ǝmm … 
ǝmm) (MW); እንኳን ǝnkwan ... bǝ + IPFV (+ ǝmm) (MW); bǝ ቅሉ qǝlu (MW); bǝ 
+ IPFV (+ ǝmm) እንኳ ǝnkwa, እንኳን ǝnkwan, ስንኳን sǝnkwan (MW); ǝskä, ǝsk, እና 
ǝnna (nna), ǝndä, ǝnd, እንጂ ǝnǧi; ǝyyä, kä, ዘንድ zänd, ግን gǝn, ነገር ግን nägär gǝn 
(MW), ዳሩ ግን daru gǝn (MW) 

3.8 Adverbs (Adv) 
The Amharic functional category of adverbs consists of a relatively small 
group of primary adverbs that refer to temporal and spatial domains and a 
large group of derived adverbs. The derived adverbs may be onetoken items 
or may comprise more than one segment each belonging to different POS. 
Because the class of primary adverbs is quite limited they will not be further 
divided into semantic classes. 

The following are Amharic primary adverbs: አሁን ähun, ነገ nägä, ዛሬ za-
re, ድሮ dǝro, ዘንድሮ zändǝro, አምና ämna, ልክ lǝkk, አንዴ ände, አንዳንዴ 
ändande, ዘወትር zäwätǝr, ቶሎ tolo, በጣም bäṭam, and እጅግ ǝǧǧǝg. Adverbs 
of nominal origin are ውስጥ wǝsṭ, ታች tačč, ላይ lay, and ኋላ ḫwala.  

Adverbials of the type እውስጥ ǝwǝsṭ, ወደፊት wädäfit, በላይ bälay, and 
the like, are analysed as prepositions and nouns. Combinations of preposi-
tions with demonstrative pronouns which function as adverbs will be treated 
as prepositional phrases and tokenized as such, for instance እንደዚህ ǝndäzzih 
and እስከዚያ ǝskäzziya. However, in cases where segmentation is problemat-
ic, they will be annotated as unitary adverbs and not tokenized, as for instance 
with እምብዛም ǝmbǝzamm, እንግዲህ ǝngǝdih, እንዲያው ǝndiyaw, and 
እንግዲያው ǝngǝdiyaw. In the last two items the final suffix will be tagged as 
an adverbializer (see below). Although this approach is somewhat incon-
sistent, it facilitates the process of annotation. 

In adverbials which can be segmented, both morphologically and semanti-
cally, each of the individual components will be tokenized. To this group be-
long combinations of the preposition bä with nominals, like በደንብ bädänb, 
በድንገት bädǝngät, and በሙሉ bämulu. Another group consists of nouns 
preceded by the genitival preposition yä, such as የግድ yägǝdd and የምር 
yämǝrr. 

Gerund, perfective and imperfective verb forms which are used adverbially 
form a potentially openended list, thus they will be annotated as their respec-
tive verbal forms, for example ጀምሮ ǧämmǝro, ነጋ ጠባ nägga ṭäbba, and 
በይበልጥ bäyǝbälṭ. 
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3.8.1 Interrogative Adverbs (AdvInter) 
Amharic has the following interrogative adverbs: ለምን lämǝn, መቸ mäčä, 
መቼ mäče, መች mäč, ስለምን sǝlämǝn, እንደምን ǝndämǝn, እንዴት ǝndet, ወዴት 
wädet, and የት yät. Alternatively, the lexemes ለምን lämǝn and ስለምን 
sǝlämǝn might be analysed as combinations of preposition and interrogative 
pronouns. 

3.8.2 Indefinite Adverbs (AdvIndef) 
Indefinite adverbs consist of an interrogative adverb followed by the In-
definitizer, for instance የትም yätǝmm and መቼም mäčemm. 

3.9 Particles (Part) 
As particles we understand independent words (not cliticized) which can mod-
ify other words belonging to different POS or scope over the whole sentence. 
They represent the speaker’s comment about a broader linguistic expression. 
The class of Amharic particles embraces, among others, the following lexemes: 
ለካ läkka, ገና gäna, ብቻ bǝčča, ደግሞ dägmo, ደሞ dämmo, እንኳን ǝnkwan, 
and ምናልባት mǝnalbat. The only Amharic interrogative particle is ወይ wäy. 

3.10 Interjections (Interj) 

To this class belong words and expressions that are utterances in their own 
right and express the speaker’s emotions and reactions.22 Examples of Amhar-
ic interjections are ቀስ qäss, ብያ bǝyya, ቼ če, እልል ǝlǝll, ኧረ rä, እስቲ ǝsti, 
እንዴ ǝnde, ታዲያ tadiya, እሺ ǝšši, and እምቢ ǝmbi. 

3.11 Bound Grammatical Morphemes 
This class embraces a heterogeneous variety of bound markers (both affixes 
and clitics; I will not distinguish the two) that cannot easily be fitted into any 
other tagcategory. They serve different functions: inflection, derivation and 
informational structure, and must be attached phonologically to some adjacent 
host word. They are listed in Table 2. Here only two of them will be briefly 
discussed. 
 
 

 
22 In the list of interjections Leslau 1995, 899–909 includes various lexemes that, for our 

purposes, will be defined as nouns, verbs, and particles. 
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3.11.1 Adverbializers (Advzr) 
The adverbializers (Advzr) are derivational clitics which, when added to vari-
ous POS, turn them into an adverb or, if added to an existent adverb, give it a 
certain shade of meaning. They are homophonous with the definite article and 
the accusative marker but their function is not grammatical but derivational. 
The adverbializers embrace the following items: 
1) u: for instance በመጠኑ bä[Prep]mäṭän[NCom]u[Advzr], በየዓመቱ bä 

[Prep]yyä[PrepDistr]ʿamät[NCom]u[Advzr], ደግነቱ dägǝnnät[NCom]
u[Advzr]; 

2) wǝ/un, wan: as in ሰሞኑን sämon[NCom]un[Advzr], በጣሙን bäṭam 
[Adv]un[Advzr], ክፍቷን kǝft[NCom]wan[Advzr]; 

3) wǝ/unu: for example ዛሬውኑ zare[Adv]wunu[Advzr], አሁኑኑ ähun
[Adv]unu[Advzr]. 

3.11.2 Assertative a 
The assertative a is used for emphasizing a statement which is opposed to 
what was previously thought or said. The clitic is attached to verbs. 

Conclusion 

The proposed tagset is intended as a starting point for preparing exhaustive 
guidelines for annotators. It contains fortyseven tags grouped into twelve 
parts of speech. Additionally, some POS take values from different grammati-
cal categories, which are tagged accordingly. 

More explicit rules, perhaps in the form of an inventory of items, should be 
given for ‘small words’ such as particles and interjections. There are many 
black holes in the research into Amharic POS, and the ‘smaller’ the word is, 
the more difficult it is to classify. Because of this it remains to be seen whether 
some of the words now collected under the labels ‘Particles’, ‘Interjections’, 
and ‘Adverbs’ should be transferred to another class. It is also possible that we 
find homophonous lexemes that have to be placed in more than one class. 
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Summary 

The aim of the article is to propose a tagset for the morposyntactic tagging of Amharic and 
to discuss those issues which may seem problematic. The tagset contains fortyseven tags 
grouped into twelve parts of speech. It is hoped that it provides a starting point for more 
exhaustive guidelines for prospective annotators. 
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